
Stenograph releases Case CATalyst Version 19  

Elmhurst, Ill. (March 1, 2018) – Stenograph L.L.C. has announced the release of the latest version of its 

Case CATalyst software used in the court reporting and captioning industry around the world. CATalyst 

Version 19 further enables users to increase their efficiency and organization with every job. 

“For the 15th consecutive year, CATalyst users are receiving meaningful new features and enhancements 

to their software,” said James Kuta, Stenograph Senior Product Manager. “Stenograph is dedicated to 

providing the highest quality software for court reporters, captioners, CART providers and scopists. The 

positive feedback we’ve received from the Version 19 beta group and limited release users has been 

tremendous.” 

Case CATalyst Version 19 highlights: 

See Brief It suggestions phonetically 
Users may find it more natural to think about steno phonetically. In CATalyst Version 19, Brief It 
gives them the option of seeing briefs phonetically. 
 
A brief that Brief It might provide for the phrase “large imbalances” is /HRARPBLG. If thinking 
about the steno phonetically is preferred, users can have Brief It display /LARJ instead.  
 
Expedite rough drafts with Oops categories 
The Oops Categories feature of CATalyst Version 19 will make expediting rough drafts easier. 
The Oops feature and Hotspots window are already great timesaving tools for initial transcript 
editing, but now users can categorize Oops items by name and color, making it easier for them 
to quickly find what they’re looking for when checking spelling, checking audio, or whichever 
category they choose. 
 
Quickly see the Cloud Backup status of a file 
It’s now easier to know when Cloud Backup has safely stored files to the cloud. A green dot will 
appear in Manage Jobs to indicate when a file/sub file is backed up. If the file has changed and is 
waiting to be backed up, a yellow dot will appear. 
 
Hear each word and phrase spoken in Dictionary Builder 
Users can now build their dictionaries in the most natural way by hearing the words and phrases 
and then writing them phonetically. In CATalyst Version 19, Dictionary Builder will speak the 
words from Case Prep’s Dictionary Builder list or any ASCII list. 

 
 
 
Stenograph has been the leading supplier of productivity tools for the court reporting profession for 80 
years. During that time, we have built our reputation on innovation, quality, and service. 
 
For more information, visit Stenograph.com. 
 
For media inquiries, contact marketing@stenograph.com or call (800) 323-4247 
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